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Abstract
This qualitative study used élite interviewing to investigate the family and career backgrounds 
and career path strategies of a sample of successful chefs working in Thailand, and to identify 
their career determinants. The informants were five Swiss male expatriates: three hotel execu-
tive chefs and two restaurant owner chefs. Four came from urban middle class backgrounds, 
and the fifth from a rural middle class one. Their family background influenced their interest 
in food and cooking at an early age. They all completed apprenticeships in the kitchens of 
luxury hotels, and continued their subsequent training in similar hotel kitchens or in starred 
restaurant kitchens. Following promotion to the post of executive chef, they continued to 
work in similar hotel or restaurant kitchens, mostly in Asia. Two of the informants were 
following entrepreneurial career path strategies; another two were following occupational 
career paths, while the fifth informant was following an organizational one. The research 
identified five main career determinants: a passion for food and cooking; an early intention to 
be successful; the quality of their initial apprenticeship; willingness to travel worldwide; and 
dedication to their chosen occupation to the exclusion of a wife and family. Comparing and 
contrasting the findings with those in the scant empirical literature shows important differ-
ences between these Swiss informants and other expatriate European male chefs. 
The careers of chefs: a study of Swiss expatriates working  
in Thailand
Peter W. Ó Brien
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Introduction
The cooking of food is a universal human phenomenon, and its discovery may 
have been the pivotal point in human evolution that led to the emergence of 
modern humanity (cf., Pennisi, 1999; Wrangham, 2009; Wrangham, Jones, 
Laden, Pilbeam, and Conklin-Brittain, 1999). James Boswell (1984: 172), the 
18th century companion and biographer of Samuel Johnson, anticipated modern 
anthropological research when he noted in his Journal for 15 August 1773 
“My definition of man is, ‘a Cooking Animal’.” The late anthropologist Claude 
Lévi-Strauss (1970: 164) wrote, “Not only does cooking mark the transition 
from nature to culture, but through it and by means of it, the human state can be 
defined with all its attributes.” The Charles Darwin Professor of Anthropology 
at Rutgers University, Lionel Tiger (2000: 192), noted, 
Cooking was the social equivalent of the wheel….As Lévi-Strauss unstructed us, the 
sharing of food was next in importance only to incest prohibition. The exchange of 
mates between families was the only process more significant for human evolution 
than food sharing. 
Given the ubiquity and the importance of cooking in human societies, it is 
not surprising, therefore, that in almost every society some people choose to 
become professional cooks, and to make their living by preparing and serving 
food for consumption by others. Throughout history, however, while in most 
societies the business of cooking food so that the family survived has been 
women’s work, men have dominated the business of cooking for large groups, 
particularly in the best hotels and restaurants (see, e.g., Guerrier and Adib, 
2001). In Western cultures, this prejudice dates back to the time when cooks 
in wealthy households were always men (see, e.g., Cooper, 2000; Hill, 1996; 
Mason, 2004), a practice modeled on that of Roman emperors and medieval 
kings. Although the history of female cooks is long, they were not honored 
in the same way as male cooks were because they produced traditional dishes 
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without change, while male chefs experimented and were creative (see, e.g., 
Sheraton, 1989). The period during which French chefs were defining both 
haute (also known as high or grande) cuisine (see, e.g., Abramson, 2006; 
Mennell, 1996) and the “kitchen Brigade” hierarchy in commercial kitchens 
(set up by Carême, and then refined by Escoffier) reinforced this attitude. Scapp 
and Seitz (1998: 7) claimed,
Although women have begun to claim some territory as chefs in the most elegant din-
ing establishments and even as cooks in greasy spoons, heterosexual white men remain 
the dominant force in professional kitchens.
Moreover, since at least the French Revolution and the development of fine 
cuisine, European (and particularly French) chefs have moved to work in other 
countries (see, e.g., Brandon, 2004; Shaw, 1995). Professional cooking is a 
highly portable skill and chefs are noted for their career mobility (cf., Hyatt, 
2009; Leschziner, 2007). As industries and organizations become more global 
in nature, career paths are becoming more difficult to define, and Cappellen and 
Janssens (2005) noted that a career path might have a global or international 
dimension in the modern, globalized, world. Emms (2005: 108) pointed out 
(with reference to chefs in training), “The Modern Journeyman now competes 
to earn and learn in a global market.” Therefore, it is not surprising that “Chefs 
rarely stay put. The most talented frequently move around to launch new res-
taurants or to make over old menus” (Hyatt, 2009: 1). Although Europe is its 
home, “Haute cuisine has gone global” (The Sunday Times, 2006; see also 
Matlack, 2006), and European chefs work worldwide. In other words, they go 
where the money and their audience are (see e.g., Rossant, 2004). In terms of 
salary, for example, an expatriate executive chef working in four and five star 
hotels in the Far East in 2009 earned an average of US $56,000.00 per annum, 
with a range from US $49,000.00 to US $111,000.00 (Renard International 
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Newsletter, 2009). 
In terms of recently reported academic research, both male chefs and expatri-
ate chefs remain in the shadows, unheralded, disregarded, under-appreciated, 
and largely taken for granted (cf., Symons, 2000). The various literatures give 
some insights into the reasons why people become professional cooks. Barbara 
Costikyan (1984), a writer and food critic, once wrote, “In the childhood memo-
ries of every good cook, there’s a large kitchen, a warm stove, a simmering pot, 
and a mom.” Nevertheless, Mutch’s (2001: 86) remark about public house man-
agers in Great Britain is also true for successful European male expatriate chefs. 
He said that there are “many assertions about the background and characteristics 
of managers but not much evidence.” Moreover, issues relating to international 
job relocation provide an interesting field for research, one in which there is 
scant previous work, as kennedy and Fulford (1999) noted. 
Research Purpose and Conceptual Framework
The purpose of this study was to examine the family and career background of 
successful expatriate European chefs and restaurant owner chefs and to identify 
the determinants of their career success. The study drew its inspiration from 
studies by Ferguson and Zukin (1998) (of the careers of male expatriate French 
chefs working in Manhattan), and Bartholomew and Garey (1996) (of the career 
determinants of élite female chefs working in New york).
Related Literature
Despite an extensive review of three major electronic resources (i.e., Emerald, 
IngentaConnect, and ScienceDirect), of the resources of All Academic Inc., and 
a thorough Internet search of the Worldwide Web, this study does not have a 
detailed review of the academic literature (cf., Bartholomew and Garey, 1996; 
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Chacko and Nebel, 1991). There is a body of literature on chefs and their work, 
in the form of biographies and autobiographies, and of newspaper and magazine 
articles, which provides anecdotal information. There is also a smaller body of 
empirical work in tourism and hospitality as well as in, for example, sociology 
(see, e.g., Fine, 1987, 1996a, 1996b; Leschziner, 2007). The predominant focus, 
however, of this published empirical material is on American chefs working 
within the United States. Much of the recent published material, moreover, both 
from academic (see, e.g., Bartholomew and Garey, 1996; Cooper, 1998) and 
journalistic sources (e.g., Brown, 2009; kafka, 1997; Marder; 2008), focuses on 
the “evolution” of successful women chefs in the United States. 
There are few contemporary exceptions to the American-centered empirical 
literature. Examples of reported studies from countries other than the USA 
are those by Horng and Wang (2004) of two female executive chefs in Taiwan, 
Balazs’ (2001, 2002) two qualitative studies of the leadership characteristics of 
a sample of 22 male entrepreneurial French owner chefs of three star restaurants 
in France, and Pudlowski’s (2005) book profiling 35 women chefs in Europe. 
Recent empirical studies that include male European chefs in general, and expa-
triate chefs in particular, are rare, however. one example, of marginal relevance, 
is the quantitative study by Warzynski, Gergaud, and Smeets (2009) of the 
careers of 1,000 male and female top chefs in French gastronomy in the period 
1980-2001. This analysis aggregated data from two sources, the first being 
Editions du Bottin Gourmand’s book Les Etoiles de la Gastronomie Francaise 
published in 2001. The second consisted of the Michelin Guide Rouge from 
1980 to 2001 (Warzynski et al., 2009). They found that the quality of the res-
taurants at which these chefs worked decreased as they progressed through the 
career hierarchy. That is, at the beginning of their careers they learned tech-
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niques from the most famous chefs before becoming chefs themselves with no 
reputation. They also found that males were more likely to work on average in 
Michelin-included and Michelin-starred restaurants than were females. They 
also reported that self-taught (‘autodidacte,’ sic) chefs were less likely to be in 
the Michelin Guide, but not necessarily in restaurants with more stars, and that 
the quality of the apprenticeship served had an important effect on later career 
success as a chef. It is not clear from the study how many of these 1,000 suc-
cessful French chefs were male, or whether the sample included expatriates. 
This study, therefore, drew heavily on Ferguson and Zukin’s (1998) qualitative, 
interview-based, study of the careers of chefs. The first author gathered the 
data in 1991 from nine restaurant owners and 16 men and 5 women chefs, sous 
chefs, and owner chefs (21 chefs in all). Their study compared and contrasted 
the socio-economic origins, training and career path trajectories, and reasons 
for becoming a chef of a sample of 5 French-born male expatriate and 25 other 
informants (mostly American-born but including one Italian-born woman chef) 
working in “twenty-six well-known, high-status restaurants in Manhattan” 
(Ferguson and Zukin, 1998: 95). 
Ferguson and Zukin (1998) found differences in the socio-economic class 
origins of their American and French chefs. The great French male chefs of 
the 19th century who developed haute cuisine and who are credited with rais-
ing the status of commercial cooks and with bringing them into the public eye, 
were all from humble origins before they became both rich and famous (see, 
e.g., Brandon, 2004; kelly, 2004; Metzner, 1998; Morris, 1982; Shaw, 1994). 
Similarly, all of Ferguson and Zukin (1998: 96-97) sample of French-born male 
chefs also “were from lower-middle-class, provincial milieux. Their fathers are 
artisans, restaurateurs, fishers, or farmers,” and for them being a chef repre-
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sented “a certain, but not necessarily dramatic, step up the social ladder.” Fine 
(1996b) noted, for example, that executive chefs are salaried professionals and 
thus members of the middle class, although other cooks are paid working-class 
(i.e., hourly) wages. In the context of American chefs, Hyman (2008) referred 
to this as “American bootstrapper working culture,” though the American-born 
chefs in Ferguson and Zukin’s (1998) sample “came from the middle class and 
learnt to eat by traveling to Europe before they learned to cook” (Ferguson and 
Zukin, 1998: 95). 
They further suggested that, for the French-born male expatriates, the route to 
becoming a chef, 
Typically begins with family contacts in the restaurant business, usually a modest local 
restaurant. A father or uncle owns a small, roadside café or provincial restaurant; a 
cousin knows a local restaurant owner. 
They also suggested that French chefs might consider other occupational choic-
es before settling on a chef’s career, which they may do “because of atavism” 
or because they become “caught up in the system” (Ferguson and Zukin, 1998: 
97).
Both Ferguson and Zukin’s (1998) paper, and that by Leschziner (2007) of 
American chefs in New york and San Francisco, pointed out the differences in 
occupational path origins between American and European chefs. In the United 
States, the occupational path often starts in adolescence with a part-time high 
school or university job that transforms at some later stage into a career. In 
Europe, however, a professional career in cooking does not begin accidentally 
or unintentionally because it usually starts in early adolescence when intending 
chefs make a deliberate career choice and undertake a formal apprenticeship. 
European professional cooks, therefore, often begin their careers between the 
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ages of 14-15 (e.g., at the end of compulsory schooling) and 19 years old, and 
move up the ranks of kitchen staff (or kitchen brigade or brigade de cuisine). 
In France, “the conventional career ladder is…based equally on kitchen experi-
ence and state certification” (Ferguson and Zukin, 1998: 97). Intending profes-
sional cooks, therefore, gain hands-on experience through a two or three-year 
apprenticeship program, during which they often have an experienced profes-
sional cook as a mentor and sometimes receive an in-class education along 
with real-world cooking experience in a day-release program. The apprentice-
ship form of professional training has long been the dominant pattern in both 
continental Europe and the British Isles (see, e.g., Davidson, 2007; Trubek, 
2003). As Fuller and Unwin (2008: 12) noted, “The broad conception of learn-
ing as becoming part of an occupational community remains at the heart of 
the apprenticeship model” that underlies much of the training of professional 
cooks. Ferguson and Zukin’s (1998: 97) sample of French chefs described their 
apprenticeships “as one of orwellian endurance — the orwell of Down and Out 
in Paris and London.” For these French-born chefs, the move to the center of 
the profession began when they completed their apprenticeship and moved from 
the provinces to Paris, or to Switzerland. This part of the apprenticeship process 
they nicknamed Tour de France because, during it, the apprentices travelled 
widely both within France and outside to improve their knowledge after gradu-
ating from culinary school. This was the time during which they learned “the 
untaught tricks of the profession” (Warzynski, et al., 2009: 2) (original italics). 
Moreover, for the French expatriate male chefs in Ferguson and Zukin’s (1998: 
97) study there was “nothing glorious about food,” and the chefs minimized 
their initial attachment to food for aesthetic or creative reasons. 
Ray (2003) compared this approach to the training of chefs with the profes-
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sionalization of medical practitioners in the 19th century. He termed it “the 
bureaucratic route of certification, licensing, and market consolidation” that 
standardizes the knowledge base and increases entry costs, thereby changing 
the class basis of a profession and which entails an institutional culture that 
is “solemn, earnest and almost Victorian in its concerns about ‘character’ and 
comportment.” He termed the route to money and celebrity status followed by 
individual chefs such as Anthony Bourdain (2007) and Marco Pierre White 
(Friedman, 1999) (the route previously followed by painters and musicians, and 
which “plays out the bad boy image so beloved to Americans”) the charismatic 
route (cf., Hyman, 2008). 
This investigation drew the concept of chefs’ career determinants from 
Bartholomew and Garey’s (1996) study. They identified the career determinants 
of three élite American women chefs who had attained career success (‘success’ 
here defined as being an executive chef or owner chef in a two or three star res-
taurant identified as such by The New York Times Guide to Restaurants or the 
Zagat New york City Restaurant Survey). They identified four determinants, 
the first of which was an early passion for food that emerged during their child-
hood. The second was drive, determination, talent, and a strong work ethic that 
appeared during their initial training, and shown later in risk taking and the seiz-
ing of opportunities. The third was mentoring by a classically trained American 
male chef, on whom the women initially modeled themselves and whose style 
they later adapted to their own needs. The fourth was the deliberate creation 
of celebrity, during which they also seized such opportunities as presented 
themselves as well as promoting themselves outside their kitchens as public 
personalities. Bartholomew and Garey (1996) also found that two of their élite 
women chefs found it difficult to balance work and family life, while the third 
“did not recognize any need for balance — work was her life” (Bartholomew 
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and Garey, 1996: 132).
Research Method
Larson (1982: 812) commented that,
We could probably define ‘research’ generally as the seeking out of information new 
to the seeker, for a purpose, and we would probably agree that the researcher usually 
has to interpret, evaluate, and organize that information before it acquires value. 
This section describes the target population, the data gathering and data analysis 
procedures used, and those used in selecting informants. It also describes both 
the location of the study as well as the definitions of career path strategies used 
in the investigation.
Target population
The target population comprised élite chefs and owner chefs engaged in cook-
ing haute cuisine in fine dining restaurants. The target population was defined 
as ‘élite’ for methodological reasons described later and for the substantive 
reason that they were at the top of their profession. In French, the word “élite” 
connotes “the select,” and derives, through old French, from the Latin eligere, 
which means, “pick out, to choose.” Élites, therefore, are “the chosen,” a rela-
tively small dominant group within a larger society, having a perceived privilege 
and status envied by others of a lower order. The target population represented 
‘successful’ chefs, where ‘successful’ was defined in this study as meaning that 
informants were at the top of the kitchen brigade hierarchy (i.e., executive chefs 
or chefs de cuisine) in highly regarded independent fine dining or haute cuisine 
restaurants or in similar restaurants in four or five star hotels. Successful owner 
chefs also had to have been, at one time, executive chefs in such restaurants. 
In addition, their restaurants had to be ones noted for ‘fine dining’ (which was 
defined in this paper as elaborate or skillfully prepared food served in an appro-
priate and stylish setting) (as opposed to casual or family style dining), and had 
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to have been operating for at least five years. A listing by the magazine Thailand 
Tatler (the closest Thai equivalent to a Guide Gault-Millet or Michelin Guide 
Rouge listing) was deemed to indicate a restaurant’s fine dining reputation. 
Sampling method and sample size
As interpretive research aims to get a deeper understanding of the subjects’ 
opinions and behavior, the informant sample should be relatively small and not 
random (cf., kwortnik, 2003). Morse (1998: 73) suggested that 
A good informant is one who has the knowledge and experience the researcher 
requires, has the ability to reflect, is articulate, has the time to be interviewed, and is 
willing to participate in the study.
She explained that primary selection of the informants is the researcher’s oppor-
tunity to sample using the above-mentioned criteria. She cited Patton (1990) as 
saying the “logic and power behind purposeful selection of informants is that 
the sample should be information rich” (original italics).
The investigation therefore used purposive non-probability sampling to select 
respondents. Although this sampling approach contradicts some of the assump-
tions underpinning conventional notions of sampling (and thus does not lead to 
representative samples), it is an appropriate applied social research approach 
where it is infeasible, impractical, or theoretically not sensible to do random 
sampling. The collection of exploratory data from unusual population such as 
élites uses this approach in order to study the lived experience of a specific pop-
ulation (cf., Zikmund, 2002). In this sampling approach, the sample is selected 
with both a purpose in mind and one or more specific predefined groups are 
sought. The researcher therefore used one additional criterion in selecting infor-
mants from the target population, inclusion in which required meeting three 
criteria described earlier. This criterion was that informants in the study formed 
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a homogeneous sample in terms of gender and nationality. The rationale behind 
this decision was Hofstede’s (1976) assertion that the more similar two people 
are, the more likely they are to perceive their social environment similarly. The 
purpose was to select a group of respondents sufficiently alike on specified 
criteria that their responses would serve to illuminate the problem underlying 
the study. 
Goldstein (2002: 669) noted that many factors are important in conducting 
high quality interviews, e.g., “researchers must be well prepared, construct 
sound questions, establish a rapport with respondents, know how to write up 
their notes, and code responses accurately and consistently.” He pointed out, 
however, that these skills are useless if the researcher does not get the interview. 
Identifying potential interviewees and finding volunteers for the interviews 
required considerable flexibility from the researcher. Morrissey (1970) pointed 
out that, in the choice of informants in élite interviewing, sampling is based on 
access to information and judgment rather than on sheer numbers. Nevertheless, 
the validity of the results will depend largely on the sampling of the respondents 
(cf., Hoffman-Lange, 1987). In seeking to cope with the complexities of the 
real world, however, the study necessarily involved a number of ad hoc choices 
when it came to selecting informants (cf., Moyser and Wagstaffe, 1987). In this 
study, pragmatic considerations of what was possible in practical terms influ-
enced the selection of informants. 
A list of potential participants in the study therefore was compiled from con-
tacts developed by the researcher in several years of interviewing hospitality 
and tourism industry expatriates in Pattaya. The use of the criteria described 
earlier resulted in the identification of a sample of five (two restaurant owner 
chefs and three hotel executive chefs) male Swiss expatriates who consented to 
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interviews. Swiss chefs enjoy a high reputation in the hospitality industry, and 
there are many male Swiss chefs in Thailand. This sample size is consistent 
with those in previous studies of the careers of successful chefs. For example, 
Bartholomew and Garey’s (1996) qualitative study of American women chefs 
focused on only three “élite female executive chefs,” while Horng and Wang’s 
(2004) in-depth interview, observation and content analysis investigation into 
the career development of female chefs in Taiwan involved studying only two 
female chefs, and several subordinates of unstated gender. The sample size is 
also consistent with that of the French expatriate male chefs in Ferguson and 
Zukin’s (1998) report.
Data gathering approach
Chacko and Nebel (1991) noted that the goals of quantitative research include 
hypothesis testing, statistical description, and the specification of relationships 
between variables. A quantitative researcher, according to them, allows the 
chips to fall where they may, whereas the qualitative researcher searches for 
the chips and explores “concepts and phenomena that have not been previously 
studied” (Chacko and Nebel, 1990: 384) (see also Chacko, 1999). A qualitative 
research approach, moreover, is intended to generate a deeper understanding of 
complicated behavior, rather than to quantify, generalize, or predict it (see, e.g., 
Walsh, 2003). Such approaches are suitable when the primary focus of a study, 
through interpretation and translation, is to examine and describe the character-
istics of the factors underlying a certain phenomenon. Qualitative approaches 
allow in-depth observations of a smaller number of individuals, which is favor-
able when seeking to answer research questions such as “How?” and “Why?” 
rather than when focusing on generalizing findings beyond the studied subjects 
(see, e.g., yin, 1994). 
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The qualitative approach used in this investigation was élite interviewing, a 
technique borrowed from political science (Burnham, Gilland, Grant, and 
Layton-Henry, 2004), and one which has been used previously in tourism and 
hospitality studies (see, e.g., Bowen and Schouten, 2008; Hede and kellett, 
2008; Jayawardena, 2002; and Miller 2001). Moyser (2006: 85) defined élite 
interviewing as “The use of interviews to study those at the ‘top’ of any stratifi-
cation system, be it in sport, academia, social status, religion, beauty, or what-
ever.” Marshall and Rossman (2006: 105) described élite interviewing as 
A specialized case of interviewing that focuses on a particular type of interviewee. 
Élite individuals are considered influential, prominent, and/or well-informed in an 
organization or community; they are selected for interviews on the basis of their exper-
tise in areas relevant to the research.
As the investigation focused on executive chefs and owner chefs, the target 
population was also regarded as élite because, in social research methodology, 
élites are defined as those persons who are either knowledgeable or who have 
access to information in which a researcher is interested. Thus, methodologi-
cally, élite status depends on access to information required for research and 
not on the special role occupied in society (cf., Pettigrew, 1992). In élite stud-
ies, the focus is on individuals who have unique knowledge about the subject 
of the study, requiring them to be given special, individualized, attention. The 
difference between surveying and élite interviewing, therefore, is the difference 
between generalizing to a larger population from an anonymous sample com-
pared with learning about a select group of individuals specifically because of 
who they are.
Although studying élites is an inexact science, face-to-face interviewing is 
the principal method of data gathering (Dexter, 1970; May, 2001) though 
other methods are available, including biographical evidence and participant 
observation (see Moyser, 2006). As May (2001: 120) noted, “Interviews yield 
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rich insights into people’s biographies, experiences, opinions, values, aspira-
tions, attitudes and feelings.” The substantive value of élite interviewing is to 
complement background studies where relevant published information may be 
incomplete. 
In this investigation, semi-structured interviews using a general interview guide 
ensured that the interviews collected the same general areas of information from 
each subject. This provided focus but still allowed freedom and adaptability in 
getting information because the interview was a purposeful dialogue between 
the researcher and the informant. The interviewer became as a student, trying 
to get the respondents to describe their experiences in their own terms. The 
interviews covered the sample’s socio-economic class origins, marital status, 
and influences on occupational choice, training, career path strategy, and atti-
tudes towards food and cooking. As the informants in this study spoke freely, 
each interview ran for as long as necessary because the researcher “let the 
interviewee talk…let him run with the ball” (Morrissey, 1970: 111). Following 
Silverman (1997), the interviews were treated as a social encounter in which 
knowledge was constructed and as the site of (and occasion for) the production 
of reportable knowledge, rather than simply as a neutral conduit. As it was felt 
that the use of a tape recorder might inhibit the informants, the main method of 
recording was through field notes compiled as and when the opportunity arose 
or after the end of the interviews, whose broken nature facilitated this form of 
note taking. 
Data analysis
Walford (1994) identified three key factors in interviewing élites: access, the 
interview, and the analysis and the written account. Analysis of the qualitative 
data in this study, therefore, was oriented towards interpreting, evaluating and 
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organizing the subjects’ answers to the interview questions so that the informa-
tion collected acquired value. 
According to Miles and Huberman (1984:16), “We have few agreed-on canons 
for qualitative data analysis, in the sense of shared ground rules for drawing 
conclusions and verifying their sturdiness.” If this report is to effectively com-
municate its findings, however, it must a) be in a form that meets some accepted 
scientific criteria, b) meet ethical standards such as confidentiality and respect, 
and c) be readable and usable for its intended audiences. As Rubin and Rubin 
(1995:2) stated, “The qualitative researcher’s philosophy determines what is 
important, what is ethical, and the completeness and accuracy of the results.” 
There must be an appropriate balance between quoting entertaining stories 
that appealed to the researcher and endless quotations that will bore readers. 
Therefore, the information gathered during the depth interviews was analyzed 
and categorized according to the themes investigated in this study, in order to 
describe the informants’ family and career backgrounds, and career path strate-
gies, and to identify their career determinants. Pseudonyms are used to preserve 
confidentiality but for the purpose of reporting and discussing results for this 
paper, extracts from individual interviews are used to illustrate key points.
Location of the study
This study, as with those previously reported by Ó Brien (2007, 2008, 2009), 
analyzed information gathered from informants interviewed in Pattaya, 
Thailand, which is a resort city that has a large number of fine hotels and restau-
rants serving not only resident expatriates and foreign tourists but also wealthier 
Thais. In fine cuisine, 
Pattaya is a truly international city. Many foreigners who have settled in the resort 
have opened restaurants featuring the cuisine of their home countries. French, Italian, 
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German, Swiss, Scandinavian, English, Indian, Middle Eastern, Vietnamese, korean, 
and Japanese dishes are prepared just the way as in the respective countries themselves 
(Cockatoo Press, 1995).
Corness (2005) noted the increase in recent years of the number of fine dining 
restaurants that rival those found in Bangkok.
Definition of ‘career path strategy’
A career is a “general course of action that a person chooses to pursue through-
out his or her working life” (Mondy and Noe, 1993: 362). Career research 
conventionally assumes that careers have an organizational or occupational (or 
professional) context. An occupation is the principal job or duties in which a 
person is engaged and, occupational psychologists concur, occupational choice 
reflects individuals’ implementation of their self-concept. The most satisfactory 
occupational choices are those that match the individual’s abilities, interests, 
values, goals, and personality (Scarpell and Ledvinka, 1988) and, typically, 
it is assumed that occupational choices are made before job choices are made 
(Wanous, 1980). Traditionally, the concept of career has focused on progression 
or mobility up an ordered hierarchy within an organizational or within an occu-
pational or professional context (Arthur, Hall, and Lawrence, 1989a, 1989b; Van 
Maanen and Barley, 1984). A career path thus is defined as the “flexible line of 
progression through which an employee typically moves during employment 
with a company” (Mondy and Noe, 1993: 362). This approach reflects the path 
metaphor, approaching career as a journey or as a movement, that incorporates 
the two key facets of direction and movement (Inkson, 2004), and that embraces 
an evolution over time. 
This study, however, adopted three of Brown’s (1982) four characterizations of 
career path strategies to examine the career paths followed by the informants 
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interviewed. Brown (1982) suggested that four typical strategies underpin an 
individual’s choices and actions in relation to work and employment. The first 
two strategies are the ‘organizational’ (where advancement is sought within an 
employing organization), and the ‘occupational’ (or ‘professional,’ where skills 
and qualifications are used to move from employer to employer). Brown (1982), 
however, added the ‘entrepreneurial’ career path (where resources are such that 
self-employment is possible). (He also suggested a ‘careerless’ strategy for 
those expecting only immediate rewards from work, rather than advancement 
during an extended work history. For obvious reasons, this career path strategy 
was ignored in this investigation.)
This study therefore defined an ‘organizational’ career path strategy as one 
characterized by an ongoing, extended period of employment with one employ-
er at the time of the interview. on the other hand, some professional cooks, 
having worked for one employer for a long time, change jobs expressly in order 
that their careers should not be ‘organizational.’ Therefore, the study character-
ized the ‘occupational’ or ‘professional’ path strategy as one characterized by 
frequent job changes (conforming to Brown’s category), but also by a strategic 
job change in the recent past (which may also have terminated an extended 
period of employment with one employer). Individuals whose work histories, 
some time within the recent past, culminated in self-employment, regardless of 
the path that led to it, represented the ‘entrepreneurial’ career path strategy. This 
threefold approach to expatriate career as a path reflects the expatriate chefs’ 
career of multiple moves towards different positions and locations. 
Findings
This section reports on the biographic and career characteristics of the sample 
of executive chefs and owner chefs interviewed.
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The Five Informants
The two restaurant owner chefs were:
•  Richard, who was born in 1963. He began his chef’s apprenticeship at age 16. 
He worked in hotels in Boston, New york, and The Caribbean before becom-
ing, at age 24, the opening sous chef at a five star Sukhumvit Road hotel in 
Bangkok. He later became executive chef at an awarding-winning resort hotel 
in South Pattaya. In 1996, he became co-owner of one of Pattaya’s earliest fine 
dining restaurants. He became the sole proprietor on the death of his business 
partners. The restaurant moved to its present location in 2003. The magazine 
Thailand Tatler lists the restaurant as one of the top 10 in Pattaya and it is a 
noted destination restaurant, attracting diners from as far away as Bangkok. 
Richard is a member of La Confrérie de la Chaîne des Rôtisseurs (the world’s 
oldest international gastronomic society).
•  Noel, who was born in 1968. He started his 3-year apprenticeship in 1985 
at the best hotel in Lucerne. He later completed other courses of training 
(in, e.g., wine and banquet catering) between 1990 and 1995. He worked in 
Switzerland, in Hong kong, and for a major European airline’s kitchens in 
Bangkok before moving permanently to Thailand. In March 2001, he opened 
his first restaurant in Pattaya. He is also a restaurant management consultant, a 
member of La Confrérie de la Chaîne des Rôtisseurs, and his restaurant com-
pany operates a second restaurant in Jomtien under a management contract. 
The three hotel executive chefs were:
•  Franz, who was born in Denmark to a Danish mother and a Swiss father but 
who grew up in Switzerland. As an adolescent, he worked in his father’s res-
taurant, and began a cooking apprenticeship when he completed compulsory 
schooling at age 17. He later also graduated in 1997 from the Swiss National 
Chefs School as a Master Chef after another 3-year part-time program of 
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study. An award-winning chef, he was a member of a regional Swiss culinary 
team that competed in international competitions, and a participant in the 
2000 Internationale Kochkunst Ausstellung’s Culinary olympics. He now 
judges international competitions, and is a member of The Thailand Culinary 
Professional Guild. 
•  Michael, who was born in 1975 in Berne. He began his apprenticeship at the 
unusually early age of 15 in a five star hotel and spa in Interlaken. From 1994 
to 1996, he worked for a Norwegian ultra-luxury cruise line that traveled 
worldwide. He later worked in New Zealand, Australia, and then in Bali (in 
Indonesia). He moved to Thailand in 2006, and in late 2008, he moved to his 
present position with a property managed by a Bangkok-based international 
hotel and spa group. He, too, is a member of La Confrérie de la Chaîne des 
Rôtisseurs and an award-winning chef.
•  Paul, who was born in 1964 into a rural family in Henggart, in the Canton of 
Zurich. He completed an apprenticeship in Basel, and then, at age 18, moved 
to work in Singapore, where he completed his post-apprenticeship training in 
hotels in the region. He moved to Pattaya in 1996 as executive chef for a five 
star resort hotel. He is an award-winning chef, a member of the Schweizerische 
Gilde etablierter Köche, and appeared on the “Super Chef” television pro-
gram. His recipes appear in many cookery books, and he has mentored several 
well-known chefs.
Socio-economic class origins
Like the study by Ferguson and Zukin (1998), this research gathered informa-
tion on the informants’ reported socio-economic class origins. In this study, 
paternal occupation served as a proxy marker for socio-economic class. only 
one of them — Paul — grew up in provincial milieu, with a father who was both 
a restaurateur as well as a farmer. In Paul’s case, his family ran a small hotel, 
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together with a bakery, farm, and vineyard. Franz’s father also was an owner 
chef, but an urban (i.e., in Winterthur, Canton of Zurich) restaurateur rather 
than a rural one. Noel’s father, however, was a university-trained self-employed 
pharmacist in Wolhusen (in the Canton of Lucerne) (he was also at one time 
president of the Pharmaceutical Society of Lucerne and on the board of the Red 
Cross). Michael’s father ran a furniture business in Berne (Switzerland’s capi-
tal), while Richard’s father owned an engineering firm in Zurich. None of these 
five Swiss informants came from the rural backgrounds attributed by Ferguson 
and Zukin (1998) to their French male expatriate chefs.
Influences on occupational choice
Ferguson and Zukin (1998: 97) claimed that their sample of expatriate French 
chefs made a “matter-of-fact, early choice of a career” because of the influence 
of male family members involved in the restaurant industry, that is, because of 
“atavism” or because they became “caught up in the system.” In this study, only 
two informants (i.e., Paul, and Franz) had male family members involved in 
cooking or running a restaurant. Paul remarked that he became a chef because 
“I was raised in the kitchen, and I earned my first pocket money by cleaning 
out wine barrels. Everyone in my family grew up with wine and food.” Franz 
worked in his father’s restaurant after school and in vacations and knew at the 
age of 15 that he wanted “to be a chef like my Dad!” At the same time, however, 
he said, “one of my dreams was to see the world. With this job you can do that, 
see foreign countries and cultures.” 
It was also his father’s, rather than his mother’s, example that influenced Noel, 
although his father was not connected with the hospitality industry. His father, 
apart from being a practicing pharmacist, was also both a keen sportsman and 
bon vivant who liked art, photography, literature, food, and wine. Noel said that 
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his father also believed that “Water is for animals, wine is for humans.” When 
he was a boy, Noel found that he liked to cook, and claimed that he first showed 
an interest in cooking when he was 8 years old. He stated that his first culinary 
memory concerned his choice of what food he wanted to eat following a period 
of hospitalization after a car knocked him down. By the age of 13, Noel realized 
that his interest in food was more highly developed than that of other boys his 
age:
I was at a holiday camp and we had to write down our favorite food. I saw that all the 
other boys had written down things like sausages or French fries, but I had written 
down stuffed pork tenderloin with wild rice!
He added:
I knew I was fated to live and work with food and dining. By the time I was ready to 
leave school, I knew where my future lay, as my interests were devoted to the more 
pleasurable side of life — eating, traveling, eating, sleeping, and eating!
An additional career choice incentive for Noel was that a career in cooking 
would allow him to travel, something he had learned to enjoy while traveling 
with his parents.
 
Maternal example unrelated to commercial cooking influenced the last two 
informants. Michael became interested in cooking as a small child while help-
ing his mother in the kitchen. He commented, “I was fascinated by everything 
she did, the way she used saucepans, and her ability to do everything from 
scratch!” Michael took school vacation jobs involving cooking — at a train sta-
tion during some school holidays, at a resort during others — as well as work-
ing in construction and as an electrician. Richard, who planned his career as a 
teenager, stated, 
I did not like school very much. I knew that I wanted to travel and even at home, I 
enjoyed cooking. I started in my mother’s kitchen, helping her bake cakes and watch-
ing when she prepared our meals. Therefore, I took school vacation jobs in hotel kitch-
ens to see if being a chef would be good for me. I just loved it from the beginning.”
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Common to the informants, however, was the admission that they did not find 
school either easy or interesting. Noel said of his school life, “Schoolchildren 
can be the best of friends, and the worst of enemies. Sometimes that was not a 
nice experience but anything that does not kill you makes you stronger!” His 
grandmother wanted him to follow his parents’ example, but he admitted that he 
did not want to study too much. Richard also stated that he did not like school 
very much, while Franz said that he was only a “middling” student. 
Attitudes towards food
Ferguson and Zukin (1998: 97) remarked that their sample of five French expa-
triate male chefs found “nothing glorious about food,” and the chefs minimized 
their initial attachment to food for various reasons. Bartholomew and Geary 
(1996), on the other hand, found that their three élite women chefs were pas-
sionate about food. In this study, the informants reported that they were passion-
ate about both food and cooking. Noel’s comments have been noted earlier, but 
he drew attention to the differences between being a little boy interested in food 
and being an owner chef:
It is not the same thing as being a little boy interested in cooking or being a profes-
sional chef. The restaurant is first my pleasure, and then my challenge. The recipes, 
the menu design, nutrition, and hygiene are a huge responsibility. If my customers are 
not happy, then no one is happy. It is a very big challenge.
When Paul was asked what his general philosophy about food was, he replied, 
“I like food and wine, like growing it, producing it. you must be passionate 
about food and wine.” He continued by saying, however:
I enjoy the synergy of the team — the kitchen, service, customers, and understanding 
each other. It is important for me to listen to the customer, not only to my professional 
heart. The feedback of our guests is extremely important for chefs to be happy to be a 
chef, to enjoy the cooking and the guests. 
While the other three informants were also interested in food, they seemed more 
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interested in the act in cooking, and in the preparation and serving of food to 
customers. In this respect, their attitude was similar to the disparaging com-
ments about “boys with toys” and “boys with chemistry sets” made in the popu-
lar literature by some women chefs about male chefs (see, e.g., Weiss, 2007). 
Michael’s response, for example, to a question about food was that he wanted to 
focus on quality and consistency in his kitchens. Richard noted that he liked to 
cook “because it makes me feel good to be creative and try out new things.” He 
added, “Having your own place is different. Although I always did my best in 
the hotels, at my restaurant I am appreciated more.” Franz channels his interest 
in food into preparing teams for competition and for judging culinary contests, 
but in talking about cooking, he became quite enthusiastic, animatedly and 
energetically waving his arms around as he discussed using Thai herbs in his 
cooking.
Form of initial training 
Franz described the training that led to his Swiss qualification as a master 
chef:
Typically, in Switzerland — and in Austria and Germany — you begin with an appren-
ticeship when you are 16 years old. This will take you three years. Afterwards, you get 
some experience in different hotels, and then, if you want, you can apply for this mas-
ter chef’s diploma. If you are accepted, you have to go back to school for three years 
part time. Then you have to take an examination in management, accounting, hygiene, 
and administration — it is two days full of exams and tests. It is quite challenging, as 
you have to work, too! 
All the Swiss male expatriate informants in this study followed the hotel 
kitchen-based apprenticeship route to becoming professional chefs. Although 
Michael reported that he started his apprenticeship at age 15 and Noel was 17 
years of age when he began his training, the others stated that they began their 
apprenticeships at age 16. Although all reported that their apprenticeships had 
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been hard work, none of them commented negatively on the time in the way 
noted by the informants in Ferguson and Zukin’s (1998) study. Indeed, Franz 
stated that on starting his apprenticeship he knew immediately that he had made 
the correct choice, that right from the beginning when doing the most menial 
kitchen jobs he loved it. He also said that both theory and the practical fasci-
nated him. 
Michael said of his apprenticeship:
It was like being thrown into cold water, but I swore to master it. As a newbie, with 
a cooking hat and apron, it was a challenge at age 15 to stand in the middle of the 
kitchen crew. The conditions were hard, home was a long way off, and everything was 
unfamiliar. I was transplanted into a completely new world, where things had names I 
had never heard before. Everything was new — the smells, the materials I had to work 
with, the people around me who had worked anywhere in the world, plus a great deal 
of discipline and fatigue. Nevertheless, I learned the basics of the business from my 
mentor, who was hard but always benevolent.
Noel noted that his apprenticeship consisted of 30 percent classroom work and 
70 percent practical work experience, and if something was not done correctly 
the students could well spend the night at the restaurant until it met with the 
chef’s approval. Paul described his early apprenticeship as “Look first, and then 
clean!” He stated, however, that the hardships endured by young men who want 
to be chefs were beneficial: 
you get more experience in life and in your job. It is better if your schooling is hard. 
This is an ‘old school’ approach, working 12 or 13 hours a day. 
Post-apprenticeship training and work mobility
Ferguson and Zukin (1998: 98) commented that the move to the center of the 
profession came at the end of the first apprenticeship with a move from the 
provinces at the end of the first, formal apprenticeship. The French chefs in 
their sample also traveled widely to improve their knowledge after graduating 
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from culinary school, a time when they learn “the untaught tricks of the profes-
sion” (Warzynski, et al., 2009: 2) (original italics). 
Paul moved to Singapore immediately on completing his apprenticeship, where 
he received a rude shock when he found that the highest privilege of his entry 
position was scrubbing down the stoves. He went through two years of further 
training in hotels in the region before he returned briefly to Switzerland. He 
later completed a 3-year “Diplom Hôtelier-Restaurateur HF” from a hotel and 
restaurant management school in Zurich and a wine program at the Hochschule 
Wädenswil. He stated that his chef’s training included “diplomas in wine trading 
and sugar modeling, hotel management, ice cream, and flambées.” Paul’s career 
mainly has been within hotels managed by a United States-based group that 
owns, operates, franchises, and manages hotels, resorts, spas, residences, and 
vacation ownership properties under nine brand names. He worked as an execu-
tive chef in international hotels in Hong kong, Beijing, Singapore, Bangkok, 
Manila, and Los Angeles, with periodic returns to work in Switzerland (during 
one of which he operated his own restaurant for two years), before moving to 
Pattaya.
The other informants undertook further training in order to gain experience in 
different hotel kitchens in Europe or elsewhere. Richard, who began working in 
hotels in 1979, stated that he followed the advice he had been given during his 
first apprenticeship: 
The old chefs told me, do your apprenticeship first, and then work only in five star 
hotels afterward to gain experience. If you don’t work in top hotels exclusively, you 
won’t make your name and a valuable resumé. And learn English!
Richard said that he followed this advice “religiously,” working in five star hotel 
kitchens of different companies in the United States and Bermuda. He then 
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moved to Thailand as sous or second chef at the opening of a Thai-owned five 
star hotel in a fashionable area of Bangkok. From there, he moved to become 
executive chef in a luxury resort hotel in Pattaya in 1989.
Following his graduation Franz stayed in Switzerland for three years, but moved 
every six months. In the summer, he would go to the Italian side of the country 
and work there in various hotels, and then in the winter he would work in the 
Alpine tourist resorts. He explained this by saying, 
I really like moving. There are only three reasons to move; the first is to improve your-
self; the second is to learn; and the third is to visit a new country. you can get a lot of 
experience in different hotels in a short time.
He then decided to go to London to work, but did not like the hotel and quickly 
returned to Zurich as soon as possible. In Zurich, he moved into the ‘big league’ 
spending the next four years working for four and five star hotels. Franz also 
completed the requirements to become a certified master chef, and worked as 
executive chef in various Guide Gault-Millet and Michelin star restaurants in 
Switzerland for 10 years, as well as at a Park Lane hotel in London before he 
moved to Thailand in 2000. He has stayed in Thailand (apart from a short stint 
in Shanghai), where he has worked in various luxury hotels in Samui, koh 
Lanta, Bangkok, and Pattaya. He returned to Pattaya in 2008 as executive chef 
for a famous Thai-owned luxury resort hotel.
Noel spent six years working in various high cuisine restaurants in Zurich, 
Lucerne, and Geneva before moving to Hong kong as a sous chef. He worked in 
ten different hotel, restaurant, and airline kitchens before his first appointment 
as executive chef (shortly before his 30th birthday). Noel also trained as a som-
melier, first in a hotel and then later he completed the Hochschule Wädenswil 
“Weinhandler Diplom ‘A’,” the HTL Swiss National Wine Trading Diploma in 
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Zurich, and various specialized courses with the Société suisse des cuisiniers in 
Lucerne. He left hotel kitchens for 17 months in 1996-1998 to become execu-
tive sous chef in a European airline’s first- and business-class food services 
kitchen at Don Meuang International Airport in Bangkok. He then returned to 
Hong kong in June 1998 as executive chef for nine months before relocating to 
a luxury resort in Pattaya in April 1999.
Michael moved from Interlaken to complete his training in various Michelin 
star restaurants in Zermatt, Bruderholz, and Vufflens-le-Château. He stated 
that, as he began to work, he had little flashbacks — “oh, so that is why we 
do that this way,” and “Ah, now I understand why we were taught this or that!” 
After completing his training, Michael became a chef de partie for a Norwegian 
company specializing in the ultra-luxury cruise market and traveled widely with 
them before he moved to New Zealand. In New Zealand he worked, first, in 
one of Wellington’s ‘iconic’ hotels, and then in a major convention and casino 
resort in Auckland. He later relocated to Australia, where he cooked for guests 
in the 120 corporate suites at the Sydney 2000 olympic Games. He shifted to a 
Great Barrier Reef resort hotel as executive chef, and later worked for a luxury 
boutique resort in Bali. He first arrived in Thailand in 2006 as an executive chef 
and took up another appointment in late 2008 with a property managed by a 
Bangkok-based international hotel and spa group.
Marital status 
only one of the informants — Noel — was married. Michael described himself 
as “currently unattached,” but Franz spoke for the other unmarried group when, 
asked if he were married, he said, “There is no time for a wife.” Richard, the 
unmarried owner chef, explained his single status thus:
I have to look over everything. I have to check the food — the ingredients — and try 
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the food, check that the tablecloths have no holes in them. I even have to check the 
toilets before we open. I have not had a holiday in a long time and I do not know when 
I will next get a holiday. you just have to be there. The restaurant business is a very 
personalized one. These days I have 30 staff, but the guests want the owner or the chef 
to greet them. you have to be there because the guests expect it. They want you to chat 
to them, for you to recommend some items for them. I go up and down the stairs to 
the kitchen maybe 50 or 60 times a night. I can’t even sit with the customers unless 
everyone else in the restaurant has been served.” 
Discussion and conclusion
This section discusses the findings, and identifies the sample’s career determi-
nants.
In their early years, all of the chefs interviewed had followed occupational 
career paths, but only two executive chefs — Franz and Michael — were doing 
so when they were interviewed. They have moved frequently, and their work has 
consistently been either in four or five star hotels or in Michelin star restaurants, 
however. Franz, moreover, did not see himself emulating the entrepreneurial 
career path of his restaurant-owning father: “That’s a tough life! I think it is bet-
ter for me if I remain an employee — you get the same salary, anyway!” 
only one of the three executive chefs — Paul — was following an organization-
al career path as this study characterized such paths, i.e., an ongoing, extended 
period of employment with one employer at the time of the interview. At the 
time of the interview, he had been working at the same luxury resort hotel for 
more than 12 years.
The two owner chefs — Richard and Noel — presently were following entre-
preneurial career paths. Richard embarked on an entrepreneurial career path in 
1996 when he joined with two expatriate Swiss hoteliers to open one of the first 
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fine dining restaurants in Pattaya. The business partners opened the restaurant 
because they “wanted to experience fine dining at a restaurant that was not tied 
to a hotel in any way.” Noel embarked on an entrepreneurial career in 2001, 
having relocated from Hong kong to a luxury resort in Pattaya in April 1999. 
He stayed at this resort for just under two years before opening his own restau-
rant in 2001. His restaurant management company began operating a second 
restaurant in Jomtien in 2007.
It is clear that the sample of Swiss expatriate male chefs in this study shared 
some of the characteristics of Ferguson and Zukin’s (1998) sample of expatri-
ate male French chefs who worked in New york in the early 1990s. Like those 
French chefs, the Swiss chefs chose professional cooking as their life’s work 
at an early age, and earned their place in the occupational community of chefs 
through training in the traditional European apprenticeship model. In the same 
way as the French chefs, they undertook years of post-apprenticeship training, 
working their way through the ranks of the kitchen brigade, before they earned 
the right to call themselves ‘chefs,’ that is, before they became chefs de cuisine 
or executive chefs. Unlike the French chefs, however, they admitted to a passion 
for food, even if (or even as) they became more interested in the process of food 
preparation and customer service, and (eventually) in managing a restaurant.
This sample of expatriate male Swiss chefs, however, did not come largely from 
a provincial milieu. only one of the five reported a provincial background — 
the other four came from urban backgrounds. Nor were their fathers all artisans, 
restaurateurs, fishers, or farmers. one informant’s family owned a small hotel, 
bakery, farm, and vineyard, and another’s father owned a restaurant. The fathers 
of the other three informants, however, included a university-trained pharmacist 
and two middle-class businessmen. For this sample, being a chef did not neces-
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sarily represent social mobility and a step up the social ladder.
There were differences in influences on career choice, moreover. Ferguson and 
Zukin (1998) reported their entire sample was influenced by the example of 
male relatives, but that was not the case with all the informants in this study. 
Two of the Swiss chefs reported that their mother’s work in the family kitchen 
strongly influenced their career choice, two followed in their father’s footsteps 
and the fifth information noted the strong influence on his career choice of his 
pharmacist father, who was a bon vivant and who loved both food and wine. 
The findings also are not consistent with the viewpoint expressed in the popular 
literature that a common source of motivation for becoming a professional cook 
is the influence of a significant female family member. 
 
Like their French counterparts, this sample of Swiss chefs had apprenticed in 
the best hotel kitchens they could find, but they differed in terms of where they 
completed their post-apprenticeship training. Although Ferguson and Zukin’s 
(1998) French chefs headed for Paris or for Switzerland, none of this sample of 
Swiss chefs headed for France. Some of them remained in Switzerland while 
others headed for hotel kitchens in the United States or the Caribbean — except 
for one who headed for kitchens in South-east Asia. Unlike the subjects of 
Warzynski et al.’s (2009) study, however, the quality of the restaurants at which 
these chefs worked did not decrease as they progressed through the career hier-
archy. They continued to work in award-winning restaurants in fine hotels until, 
in the case of two informants, they embarked on entrepreneurial careers and 
opened award-winning restaurants.
The recitation of the informants’ family background, professional training, 
and path career does not identify adequately the determinants of their career 
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success. The career determinants of successful expatriate Swiss male chefs 
were also clearly different from those identified by Bartholomew and Garey 
(1996) for élite American women chefs working in their home country. Drive, 
determination, talent, and a strong work ethic did not appear during their initial 
training, but drove them to seek that initial training in the best hotel kitchens 
they could find. only one of the five named a specific mentor as being influen-
tial in his initial training. None of the five set out on the deliberate creation of 
celebrity or set out to become a public figure. Like the élite American women 
chefs, however, most of the expatriate male Swiss chefs also found it difficult 
to balance work and family life because cooking (and, in the one case, running 
a successful restaurant) was their life. The wife of the one married owner chef, 
however, was also a Swiss hotel and restaurant school graduate who helped 
manage their jointly owned restaurant company.
Five determining factors came clearly through the findings of this study. The 
first, plainly articulated by Richard but apparent in the work histories of the 
other four informants, is that this sample clearly intended both to be successful 
and to travel, and that they saw the two activities as intertwined. The second 
was the quality of their initial apprenticeship and subsequent training (see 
Warzynski et al., 2009). Having decided in their early teenage years that they 
wanted to be professional cooks, they trained in the best hotel kitchens they 
could find, and then followed that training with further training in fine dining 
kitchens (i.e., learning from other, more experienced, chefs) and by passing 
professional examinations. They built their resumés and, at the same time, their 
language skills by taking appointments in noted restaurants (i.e., those with 
Michelin stars or equivalents like Gault-Millet), and in four and five star hotels, 
usually outside Switzerland. Where they worked outside the hotel and restaurant 
industry, it was on ultra-luxury cruise ships or in the first- and business-class 
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kitchens of international airlines. Although none of the five informants was a 
native English-speaker, all were fluent in English and most were multilingual 
(Noel’s resumé states that he speaks six languages). These informants, more-
over, saw professional cooking as a ticket to travel, and this willingness to move 
around the world may be seen as the third career success determinant. Although 
Richard’s statement of his intention to be successful and to use cooking as a 
means of working in different countries was the most definite and articulate, 
all five informants in this study shared the same attitude. The fourth factor was 
that these informants had a passion for food and cooking rather than simply a 
passion for food. While two of the chefs specifically noted that they had had an 
early passion for food (and wine), all five informants shared the passion for the 
act of cooking. The fifth factor was that most of the informants were too busy 
building their careers to have any family life. As Franz noted, “There is no time 
for a wife.”
In conclusion, this research investigation used a qualitative research approach 
called élite interviewing that relied on loose, semi-structured interviews to pro-
vide a deep, rich, look at this relatively unexplored field. The reasons why these 
Swiss male chefs chose to become professional cooks, the forms of training and 
post-training education they undertook, as well as the routes by which they rose 
to become executive chefs and owner chefs are similar. How far the findings 
of this study apply to European male expatriate chefs in general, and to other 
Swiss male expatriate chefs in particular, who work in other parts of the world 
is unclear — and at present unknown but not unknowable. There is a dearth of 
recent empirical work on European chefs and on cooking, or what Tiger (2000: 
192) referred to as “the social equivalent of the wheel.” It is apparent that there 
is no “one size fits all” explanation as to why European men choose to pursue 
the career path to becoming a successful chef, or why they choose to pursue 
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their career as expatriates. It is hoped that this study will stimulate further inves-
tigation of this professional group.
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